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1. Introduction. An algebra A over a field F of characteristic not two will

belong to the class 21 if

I. The elements of A satisfy a nontrivial identity of the form

ai(zx)y + a2(zy)x + a3y(zx) + cnx(zy) + a6(xz)y + a<¡(yz)x

+ aiy(xz) + a$x(yz) = 0

for fixed a<£F.

II. There is an algebra B over F such that B satisfies (1), B has an identity

element, and B is nonflexible; that is, there are elements x and y in B such

that x(yx) ^ (xy)x.

These conditions are similar to those used by Albert to define almost left

alternative algebras [5]. Albert's paper led to the study of algebras of (y, 8)

type by Kleinfeld and Kokoris [9; 11; 12]. Kokoris has shown that any simple

finite dimensional algebra of characteristic prime to 30 of (7, 5) type is either

alternative or has an identity element which is an absolutely primitive idem-

potent(2). Our alteration of Albert's conditions yields a new class of simple

power-associative algebras. We note that property II seems more natural in

light of Oehmke's results [13] and the remark that most of the well-known

nonassociative algebras (Jordan, noncommutative Jordan, Lie, alternative,

associative) satisfy the flexible identity x(yx) = (xy)x.

In §2 it is shown that if F is algebraically closed then any algebra A over

F belonging to 21 is quasi-equivalent in F to an algebra A(n) where A(p)

satisfies one of the following identities:

(i) (xy)z-x(yz) = (zy)x-z(yx),

(ii) x(xy) + (yx)x = 2(xy)x,

(iii) x(xy) + (yx)x=(xy)x+x(yx),

(iv) x(yz+zy) + (yz+zy)x = (xy+yx)z+z(xy+yx).

The remainder of the paper is devoted to the study of algebras which

satisfy some one of these four identities. We find that any power-associative
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ring A which satisfies (i) has an idempotent decomposition as A =-An+.Aio

A-AoxA-Aoo where the Ay are defined just as in the associative case. Using this

decomposition, we prove in §3 that any simple power-associative ring of char-

acteristic not two which satisfies (i) and has an idempotent e such that Axo

+A 019e 0 is an associative ring. Examples of simple power-associative algebras

satisfying (i) which are not flexible are constructed.

In §4 we are able to use Oehmke's methods [13] to prove that any semi-

simple strictly power-associative algebra A over a field F of characteristic

prime to 6 which satisfies (ii) has an identity and is the direct sum of simple

algebras. The main result on algebras satisfying (ii) is that any simple strictly

power-associative algebra of characteristic prime to 6 of degree t > 2 is flexible

so that the results of [13] yield the result that A is one of the following:

(a) a commutative Jordan algebra;

(b) a quasi-associative algebra;

(c) an algebra of degree 1 or 2.

Finally, examples of simple power-associative nonflexible algebras which

satisfy either (iii) or (iv) are constructed.

As a matter of terminology, by an algebra we shall always mean a finite

dimensional vector space on which there is a multiplication defined which

satisfies both distributive laws. The radical of a power-associative ring is the

maximal nil ideal and any ring with zero radical is said to be semi-simple. If

A is any power-associative ring of characteristic not two in which the equa-

tion 2x = a has a solution for all aQA, then A has an attached ring A(+) which

is the same additive group as A but the multiplication x o y of A(+) is defined

by 2x o y = xy-\-yx. Then A has a decomposition with respect to an idem-

potent e as

A = Ae(2) + Ae(l) -f- Ae(0) where x Q Ae(X) if and only if 2eox = \x,

X = 0, 1,2 [3].

2. The Class St. By Property II there is an algebra B in 31 with elements

x and y such that xy^yx. Then, by a series of substitutions of the elements

1, x, y in (1), we find the following relations:

«i + 02 + a3 + a4 -f as + at + «7 + a8 = 0,

öl + A4 + «B + «8 = «2 + as + «6 + «7 = 0,

ai + 02 + «J + «6 = 04 + 06 + 07 + «g = 0,

ai + a2 + a< + «6 = «Í + «6 + Ä7 + «8 = 0.

Combining these we have as = <x2, «7 = ax, a» = — (ax + ct2 + az), and

a6= — (ax+a2+cu).

For an arbitrary ring A we define Rx to be the mapping a—=>ax and Rx is

called a right multiplication of A. Similarly Lz is defined as the mapping

a—»ara and is called a left multiplication of A.
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Now using these relations and rewriting (1) in terms of right and left

multiplications, we obtain

ati(RxRv + LXLV) + a2(RvRx + LVLX) + a3RxLv + atRvLx

— (an + a2+ ott)LxRy — («i + cti + as)LvRx = 0.

If we interchange x and z in (1), we find

cti(LxRv + RxLv) + ai(Lxy + Rvx) + a3LxLv + auR^

— (oti + 02 + cti)RxRu — («i + on + a3)Lvx = 0.

Finally, setting y = x in (2) yields

(4) («i + a2)(Rl + LX- 2LXRX) + (a, + ai)(RxLx - LXRX) = 0.

Suppose ai-f-a2 = 0. Then from (4) we must have (a3+at)(RxLx — LXRX)

= 0, but property II implies there is an xEB such that RXLX — LXRX?*0, so

that ct3+c<i = Q. Suppose also that ai = o¡2 = 0. Substitution of these values in

(3) along with the condition that not all the on are zero yields

(5) Rxy    -    RXRy    =     -    (LyX   -    LXLy).

Suppose A and B are algebras over a field F such that A and B are iso-

morphic as vector spaces. We may then consider A and B as the same vector

space and we shall say that A is quasi-equivalent in F to B = A (p) if there is

a pEF, p-£\/2, such that the product x o y in B is given in terms of the

product xy of A by x oy=pxy+(l—u)yx [3], The multiplications Rx and

¿x of A (p) are given in terms of the multiplications Rx and Lx of A by Rx

=pRx+(l-u)Lx and L¿ =(l-p)Rx+pLx.

In the remainder of this section we suppose A to belong to the class 21 and

F to be an algebraically closed field.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose ai+a2 = 0 and a.ij± +a3. Then A is quasi-equivalent in

F to an algebra A(p) satisfying identity (5).

Proof. If «i = 0 the result is immediate. If «i^O and ß= — a3/oti?¿ ±1,

then (3) can be written as

(6) Lxy — LxRy — RxLy + RyX = ß(Riy — RxRy — LxLy + LyX).

We note that R'x0y—RiRy' —LXL¿ +7-^=0 in A(p) is equivalent to p2Rxy

+u(\ -n)L„+p(l -n)Ryx + (l -p)2Lvx-(pRx + (l -p)Lx)(jjiRy + (i -p)Ly)

-    ((1    -  P)RX   +pLX)  ((1    -  p)Ry+pLy)    +P(l-   p)RyX+p.2LyX   +   ( 1    -   ß) 2RXy

+p(l—p)LXy = 0 in A. Simplifying we have

(2m2 - lp + DOR* - RxRy - LxLy + Lvx)

=     —   2p(l    —   ¡t)(Lsy   —   L„Ly   —   RXLy   +   RyX) .
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Now consider the equation in u,  2iti — 2u-\-l=—2u(l—u)ß or 2(1—/3)ju2

— 2(1— ß)u-\-1 = 0. Since j8== 1 and F is algebraically closed, there is a u in

F satisfying this equation. Suppose \t=l/2. Then the above equation be-

comes 1— ß — 2(1— j3)+2 = 0. Hence, ß=— 1 contrary to assumption. Then

substitution of this value of u in (7) yields (6) and the proof is complete.

Let ax=—at and ai-r-«2 = 0. Then (6) becomes Lxv—LxRv—RxLv-\-Ryx

= RXy—RXRV—LxLv-\-Lvz or

\0) t^Xy—J/X JS-Xy—yX    -    ¿-*XJVy XiXJ\y l^XLjy   -J~    J\-XJ-éy.

If ax = a% and «1+0:2 = 0, we see that (6) becomes

Rxy+yi   "T    Lxy+yx    =     (RX   -\-    LX)(Ry   +    Ly)

(by symmetry) = (Ry + Ly)(Rx + Lx).

This is exactly the condition that A be associative-admissible.

Lemma 2.2. If a1-\-a29á0, then A is quasi-equivalent in F to an algebra A(u)

satisfying either

(10) Ri + Lx = 27^ or

(11) R2X+ Ll = LXRX + RXLX.

Proof. Since ax+a29¿0, we may write (4) in the form

2 2 OCz -\- Oti

(12) Rx + Lx - 2LXRX = ß(LzRx - RXLX)    where   ß =-
«1+ «2

Then as before, (£x')2 + (Ex)2 - 27,'Ex' = 0 in A (pi) is equivalent to

(uRx + (1 - ¡t)Lxy + (jtLx + (1 - M)7?x)2 - 2(mLx + (1 - u)Rx) (uRx + (1 -u)Lx)

= (i-u*-4-u+l)(Rx+L2x-2LxRx)-(4Li1-6p-\-2)(RxLx-LxRx) = 0 in A. Now
examine the equation (4/i2-4/i+l)jS= -(<tu2-6u+2) or (2/i-l)((2+2/3)/i

— (2+/3)) =0. This has a solution /i5¿ 1/2 provided ßj^ — 1. Thus the theorem

is valid except possibly when ß= —1. But then (12) becomes R\-\-Lx = LxRx

+RXLX.

Linearization of (10) gives us

(13) RxRy -4- RyRx -\- LxLy -f- LyLx = 2LxRy -4- 2LyRx

which is equivalent to (10) since the characteristic of F is not two. Similarly

(11) is equivalent to

(14) RxRy -\- RyRx ~f" LxLy -f- 7v7x = RXLV -\- RVLX -\- LxRy -\- LVRX

provided the characteristic of F is not two. We note that setting y = x in

(8) yields (11). Combining these remarks with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we state

Theorem 2.1. Let A belong to the class St and suppose also that F is alge-

braically closed. Then A is quasi-equivalent in F to an algebra A (jt) where A (p.)
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satisfies one of the identities (5), (9), (10), (11); each of which is a particular

determination of (1).

3. The identity RXy — RxRy = —(LVX — LXLV). In the following we shall be

concerned with a ring A of characteristic not two such that A satisfies identity

(5). Set (x, y, z) = (xy)z—x(yz). (x, y, z) is called an associator. Then (5),

when applied to an element z of A, becomes in terms of associators

(15) (x, y, z) = (*, y, x).

We now write the linearization of xx2 = x2x [3 ] in terms of associators as

(16) (x, y, z) + (x, z, y) + (y, x, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y) + (z, y, x) = 0.

Using (15) in (16) we obtain

(17) (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, as, y) = 0.

Theorem 3.1. 7/ .4 is a ring of characteristic zero satisfying (15) and

xx2=x2x, then A is power-associative.

Proof. By [l, Lemma 4], we need only show that x2x2 = x3x for all xEA.

Set y = x and z = x2 in (15) and (17). Then (x, x, x2) = (x2, x, x) and (x, x, x2)

+ (x, x2, x) + (x, x, x2)=0. Thus 2x2x2 = x3x+xx3 and 2x3x — 2xx3 = 0, so that

x2x2 = x3x = xx3 and the result follows.

The following example shows that xx2 = x2x is actually necessary to guar-

antee power-associativity. Let A be the algebra with a basis of the three ele-

ments e, u, and v over a field F of characteristic zero where multiplication is

defined by uv = e, eu = u, ve = v, e2 = e, and all other products zero. Then A

satisfies (5), but we observe that (u+v)2(u+v) =u and (u+v)(u+v)2 = v.

We now write the flexible identity x(yx) = (xy)x in its linearized form as

(18) x(yz) + z(yx) = (xy)z + (zy)x.

The flexible identity and (18) are equivalent provided A has characteristic

different from 2.

We note that (15) along with (18) implies associativity while (15) and

(17) together yield 2(x, x, y) =2(y, x, x) = — (x, y, x). Hence, for rings of char-

acteristic not two satisfying (15) and xx2 = x2x, the notions of being associa-

tive, flexible, right alternative, and left alternative are equivalent.

Hereafter, whenever we refer to a substitution or a permutation of certain

elements in an identity given in terms of the right and left multiplications of

the elements x, y, xy, and yx, we shall consider these multiplications as

acting on the element z. Also, we shall often make use of these identities with-

out writing them in terms of right and left multiplications.

A ring A is said to be Jordan-admissible if the attached ring Al+) is a

Jordan ring. A ring A is called Lie-admissible if the ring A(~\ where .¡4(-) is

the same additive group as A but A(_) has the multiplication [x, y ] = xy — yx,

is a Lie ring.
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Theorem 3.2. A is both Jordan-admissible and Lie-admissible.

Proof. Permuting x, y, z in (5) we obtain

(19) Ryx  -   RyRX  -  LyLx +   Lxy   =   0

and

(20) RxLy - RyLx - LyRx + LXRV = 0.

Subtracting (5) from (19) and then adding (20) to the resulting right hand

member we have LXy^yX—RXy^yX=(Ry—Lv)(Rx—Lx) — (Rx—Lx)(Ry—Ly), so

that A is Lie-admissible [3].

Now set y = xî in (5). Then

(21) 7?x(xx) + 7(xx)x = RxRxx + LXLZX

and y = x2 in (19) yields

(22) 7?(xx)x + 7x(xx) = RXXRX + LXXLX.

We also set y = x* in (20) to obtain

(23) RXLXX — RXXLX — LXXRX + LXRXX = 0.

Subtracting (22) from (21) and then adding (23) we obtain

(Rx + LX)(RXX + Lxx) - (Rxx + LXX)(RX + Lx) = 0

and the theorem is proved [3].

In the remainder of this section we suppose that A is a power-associative

ring.

Lemma 3.1. If eis any idempotent of A, then (e, e, x) = (x, e, e) = (e, x,e)=0

for all xQA.

Proof. If we set A =At(2) -\-Ae(l) +.4,(0), we then see that it is sufficient

to prove the proposition for *G^4«(1).(3) Thus, we suppose in the following

that xQAe(l). Substitution of y=z = e in (15) yields

(24) ex + xe = e(ex) + (xe)e,

and since x = ex-\-xe = e(ex) + (xe)e-\-e(xe) + (ex)e we have

(25) (ex)e + e(xe) = 0.

Set ex = x2+xx+xo and xe= — x2+x{ —x0 where XiQA,(i). Then by substitu-

tion in

(26) ex = e(ex + xe) = e(ex) + e(xe) = e(ex) — (ex)e

we find xxe= —(x2A-x0)/2, so that ext = (x2+Xo)/2+xx. But then Xx = exx+xxe

(') This decomposition of power-associative rings is basic to our development so that we
refer the reader to [2, Chapter I, Theorem 3].
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= e(exi) + (xie)e — x2/2+exi—x2/2 = exi. Hence, exi = »i and x2 = x0 = 0, so that

by consideration of (24), (25), and (26), we have e(ex)—ex = xe — (xe)e

= e(xe) —(ex)e = 0 and the result follows.

Theorem 3.3. If e is any idempotent of A, then every xEA may be written

uniquely as # = ;x:ii+;x:io+Xoi+#oo wh¿re XijEAi¡=\a:ea = ia; ae=ja\, i, j
= 0,1.

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 just as in the

associative case.

Let x and yEAu. Then from (15) e(xy) + (yx)e = (ex)y+y(xe) =xy+yx.

If xy = ön+öio+aoi+floo, then yx = bu — öio — a0i — öoo so that aio —ooi = 0, and

hence, aio = Ooi = 0. Therefore A2uç.Au+Aoo. If x, y£.4oo, then e(xy) + (yx)e

= (ex)y+y(xe) = 0, and, as above, we find ^4oo!=-4ii+-<4oo. If xEAn, yG^lio,

then xy+yx = (xe)y+y(ex) =x(ey)+(ye)x = xy. Thus yx = 0. But then e(xy)

+ (yx)e=(ex)y+y(xe) or e(xy)=xy and e(yx)+(xy)e = (ey)x+x(ye) = 0, so

that (xy)e = 0. Hence ^n^ioü^io and ^4io^4n = 0. Replacing y£.4io by

yE^oi, we find that yln^40i = 0 and .4oi.4iiC.4oi. Then replacing xEAu by

xEAoo, we have AooAio = AoiA00 = 0, 4i04ooÇ4i0, and ^4oo^oiÇ^40i. Suppose

x, yG-4io. Then yx = (xe)y+y(ex) =x(ey) + (ye)x = xy and e(xy) + (yx)e

= (ex)y+y(xe)=xy. Hence e(xy)+(xy)e = xy, so that xyG^4io+^4oi. But

2xy=xy+yxEAu+Aoo- Thus xy = yx = 0. Likewise 4qi = 0. Now suppose

xEAio, yG40i. Then e(xy) + (yx)e = (ex)y+y(xe) =xy and e(yx) + (xy)e

= (ey)x+x(ye)=xy. If we set xy = au+aio+aoi+aoo and yx = bn—aw—aoi

+¿»00 and substitute in the above equations, we find an+ßio+ön —öoi = öh

+Oio+öoi+öoo = Öii —aio+ßn —öoi. Hence ¿>n = a»i = aoo = aio = 0 so that xy

= di and yx = boo. Combining these results we state

Theorem 3.4. Suppose e is any idempotent of the ring A and A = .4n+.4io

+A 01+A oo where the A,-,- are defined asin Theorem 3.3. If i andj are distinct and

i, j, k, m = 0, 1, then A%QAa+Aj¡, AkjAim = 0, and if either kj^j, or j^m

then also AkjAjmÇLAkm.

Corollary 3.1. 7, = 4io40i+4i0+4oi+;4oi4io is an ideal of A.

Proof. By the preceding theorem it is sufficient to show that Au(AijAjï)

+ (AijAji)AuQL for tVj. But if xEAu, yEAu, zEAji, then x(yz) = (xy)z

+z(yx) — (zy)x = (xy)z. Then x(yz)EAijAjiç=L. Likewise (AtjAji)AuQL.

Corollary 3.2. Let A be simple and e an idempotent of A. Then either

Aio+Aoi = 0 or An = AioAoi and 40o = 40i4io.

Proof. The result is immediate from Corollary 3.1.

We now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.5. 7/4 is a simple power-associative ring of characteristic not

two possessing an idempotent e such that .4 w+^01^0 and satisfying identity

(21), then A is associative.
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Proof. Let xQAtj, yQAr„ zQAmk. Then x(yz) = 0 unless s = m and/ = r.

Similarly (xy)z = 0 unless s = m and j = r. Hence, it is sufficient to consider

products of the form x(yz) where xQAa, yQAjt, and zQA,k.

Case 1. Suppose i=j = s = m. We may represent )tasï= ^jdnXni where

iV« since we may use Corollary 3.2. Then, by repeated applications of

identity (15) and Theorem 3.4 we find

(xy)z = J] ((xinXnAy)z = £ (xin(xniy))z = £ Xin((xniy)z)

=   2 Xin(Xni(yZ))   =   2 (XinXn,)(yz)   =  x(yz).

Case 2. Let i=j. Then x(yz) = (xy)z-\-z(yx) — (zy)x and the product is

associative unless i = m = s since otherwise the last two terms of the right

hand member are zero. But, if i = m = s. Case 1 applies so that the result

holds in this instance.

Case 3. Suppose/= 5. Proceed as in Case 2.

Case 4. Suppose s = m. Proceed as in Case 2.

Thus we have reduced the proof to the case where x, zQAa, yQAjit with

Í9*j. Substitution of x, y, and z in (16) along with Theorem 3.4 yields

(27) x(yz) + z(yx) = (xy)z + (zy)x

which with (15) implies x(yz) = (xy)z and the proof is complete.

Remark. If A is a semi-simple strictly power-associative algebra of char-

acteristic not two satisfying (15) and e is a principal idempotent of A, then

Axo-\-Aox = 0.
Proof. We observe that e is also a principal idempotent of A(+) and A,(l)

= Aio+Aoi. Hence .¡4io+.4oi+^4ooC¡radical of A(+) [10, Theorem 5]. Then

we claim that the ideal L defined in Corollary 3.1 of Theorem 3.4 is contained

in the radical of Ai+). For, if xQAxo, yQAox, then 2x o y = xy-\-yxQradical of

A(+). But 2e(x o y) A-2(x o y)e = 2xyQradical of A(+). Thus AxoAoxQradical

of A(+), so that L must be a nil ideal of A. Therefore Ai0+^4oi = 0.

Theorem 3.5 implies that if we are to find any new simple power-associa-

tive algebras satisfying (15), they must have no idempotent e such that

^lio+^oi^O. The existence of such algebras is guaranteed by the following

examples. First, let A be the 3-dimensional algebra over a field of character-

istic p9i2 with a basis e, u, v where e is the identity element, uv= — vu = e, and

the remaining products are zero. Then A is a simple power-associative algebra

satisfying (15) but A is not flexible for (uv)u= —u(vu) =u. Suppose we set B

equal to the supplementary sum of the two orthogonal subspaces Ait i= 1, 2;

where Ai has a basis e¿, m,-, »< such that e,- is the unity of Ait m2 = i^ = 0, and

UiVi= —ViUi = exA-ei = e the unity element of B. Then B is a simple power-

associative algebra of degree two satisfying (15) and, as before, B is not flexi-

ble. This construction is easily generalized to yield simple power-associative

algebras of arbitrary degree n which satisfy (15) but not the flexible identity.
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We now give an example of a semi-simple power-associative algebra C

which satisfies (15) but has no identity element and is not the direct sum of

simple algebras. Consider C equal to the supplementary sum of the algebra A

above and the subspace A' with a basis ux, Vx where AA' = A'A =0 and UxVx

= — vxUx = e and all other products zero. Then, since every proper ideal of C

contains A, we see that the nil radical of C is 0.

One might hope for further results when A is semi-simple with an idem-

potent e such that Aio+^oit^O, but examination of the algebra D=C@F2,

where C is the algebra described just above and F2 is the total matric algebra

over F of degree 2, shows there are such algebras which do not have an

identity and are not the direct sum of simple algebras.

4. The identity Rx-\-L\ = 2LxRx. In this section we assume A to be a ring

having characteristic prime to six and having a solution to the equation 2x = a

lor all aG^4. Moreover, we shall assume that A satisfies (13) or equivalently

(10). We write (13) when applied to an element z of A as

(28) (zx)y + (zy)x + y(xz) + x(yz) = 2(xz)y + 2(yz)x.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose A is a ring of characteristic prime to 30 such that A

satisfies (28) and (x2)2 = (x2x)xfor all xQA. Then A is power-associative.

Proof. We define xn inductively by xn+1 = xnx. First we show that xx" = xnx

for all xQA and all positive integers n. Substitution of x=y = z in (28) yields

x2x-\-xx2 = 2x2x. Hence xx2 = x2x. Suppose xxk = xkx. Then setting x = z and

y = xk in (28) yields (xkx)x-\-x(xxk) =2(xxk)x so that xxk+1 = xk+1x. Thus

xxn = xnx for all x Q A and all positive integers n. The result then follows from

[l, Lemma 4].

We now suppose that A is a power-associative ring. We shall make fre-

quent use of the identity (x2)2 = (x2x)x in its linearized form

(29) 23 (xy + yx)(zw + zw) = 53    53 (XV + yx)w   z (symmetric in x, y, z, w)
6 4     L     3 J

and we note that (29) is equivalent to (x2)2 = (x2x)x if A has characteristic

prime to 6. Let e be an idempotent of A. Then from (28) we find

(30) (xe)e + e(ex) = 2(ex)e for all a; G A.

Suppose xQAe(l). Then by consideration of Aw we may set ex = x2-\-x/2

+x'+Xo and xe= — x2+x/2 —x'— x0 where x'QAe(l). Substitution in (30)

yields —x2-\-xe/2 — x'e — ex/2-\-ex' = 2x2-\-xe-\-2x'e so that we have x2—x'

—Xo = ex' — 3x'e. Hence x2 = A(ex')2, Xo = 4(ex')o, and x' = 3(x'e)x — (ex')x = ex'

-\-x'e. Thus (ex')x=(x'e)x = x'. If we now carry through the same argument

with x replaced by x', we find that (ex')2 = (e;c')o = 0 and hence, x2 = x0 = 0. We

note that e(xe) = (ex)e = x/£. Therefore, for any xQAe(l), we have ex = x/2

+x' where x'QAe(\) and ex' = x'e = x'/2.
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Suppose x, yEAt(2). Then we set xy = a2+ai+ao, yx = b2—ai—ao. Setting

y = e, z=y, (28) yields xy+yx+(yx)e+e(xy) = 2yx+2(xy)e so that eai—aie

= — 2ai — 2ao+2aie. Hence o0 = 0 and 2ai = 3aie—eai = 2ai3+2eai. But then

3eai = aie = 3oi/4. For any ai£44(l) we have eai = ai/2+a' where ea'=a'e

= a'/2 so that ai/2—aí =3ai/4. Then —4a{ =ai and therefore eai = aie. Thus

we finally have 4<zi =ai = 0 and 4,(2) is a subring of A.

Let x, y£^4«(0). Then substitution of y = e, z = y in (28) yields (yx)e

+e(xy) = 2(xy)e. We suppose xy = a2+ai+ao and yx= — ai—ai+bo. Then

—aie+eai = 2oi+2aie. Hence o2 = 0 and eoi = 3aie. Then, just as for .4.(2),

we find ai = 0 and ^4.(0) is a subring of A.

Suppose xEAe(2), y£^4e(l). Then let xy = a2+ai+ao, yx= — a2+&i+Z»o.

Then (28) with x = e, z-=x becomes (ry)e+ry+e(y;x;)+y:x; = 2(y;e)e+2;cy and,

hence, aie+ebi+bi+bo = 2bie+ai+a0. Thus ao = b0 and aie+ebi = 2bie+ai — bi

or eai = 2bi — 3bie. Another substitution of y = e, z = y in (28) yields (yx)e

+ (ye)x+e(xy)+x(ey) = 2(xy)e+2(ey)x. Now set ey = y/2+y' where ey'=y'e

= y'/2. Then bie+eai+ai/2+xy'= ai+2aie+bi/2+2y'x. Comparing com-

ponents we find a2 = (xy' — 3y'x)i = i(xy')i and (y'x)o = (xy')o = 0. Yet another

substitution of y = y', z = e in (28) yields xy' = y'x so that (xy')2=(y'x)2 = 0.

Thus a2 = 0. Since eai = 2bi — 3bie a substitution of ebi = bi/2+b{ and cai

= oi/2+Ci gives the relation (bi — ai)/2 = aí —3b{. Then e(bi—ai) = (bi—ai)e

= (¿>i—ai)/2. If eai = 2bi — 3bie, then e(ea-i) = 2ebi — 3e(bie). But then we obtain

(¿i-ai)/2 = (2ai'-4èi') so that a{=b{. Finally, cii-aie=(&i-ai)/2+2ai'
= 0.

Let xEAe(0), and yG4e(l). We set xy = a2+ai+ao and yx = b2+bi—a0.

Substitution of # = e, z = a;in (28) yields a2+aie+ebi = b2+2bie. Then a2 = Z>2

and aie = 2bie—ebi. Set ey=y/2+y\ Then, as before, y'x — xy' and substitu-

tion of z = c in (28) yields (xy—yx)/2= —2xy' so that a0 = 0. Now Oie = 2&ie

— ebi implies e(aie) = 2e(bie)—e(ebi) or (6i — ai)/4 = Z>i. We shall use these

relations in our later work.

Thus we may state

Theorem 4.2. Let e be an idempotent of a power-associative ring A which

satisfies (28). Then .4„(2) and 4„(0) are orthogonal subrings of A and

A.(\)A.(1) + A.(1)A.(\) Ç AA2 - X) + -4.(1), X = 0, 2.

eA,(l) + A.(i)c C il.(l).

Suppose 4 has an identity element 1 = «i+ • • • +et where e< are pairwise

orthogonal idempotents. Then A can be decomposed as the direct sum of the

modules Ay where for i=j, 4,y = 4<j(2) and for *Vj, Aij = Aei(\.)r\A,j('\.)

[(>]. Let i, j, m, n be distinct. Then An o AmiÇlAim, 4¿;- o AnQAu+Ajj,

AijO Amn = 0. But ^4mnÇ^4«m(l), 4¿jC^eit>(0) so that by our multiplication

AijAmnQAen(\)+Aem(2). Since the 4em(2) components of aijamn and amnaij

are the same, 4iy4mnÇ,4,^(1). Likewise 4,74m„ÇJ4er(l) for r = i,j, n. Thus
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AijAmn = 0. Since AmHcZAti(0) we have ^»^»„=^»^¡¡=0. Again, these re-

sults will be of use to us in later developments.

A ring is said to be stable if for every idempotent e of A we have A,(p)A,(l)

+Ae(l)A<,(ii)ç;Ae(l) forju = 0, 2. By our multiplication it is readily seen that

a ring A satisfying (28) is stable if and only if A(+) is stable.

We now suppose A is strictly power-associative. Let e be an idempotent

of the ring A. Then for xQAe(2), and wG^„(l) we have x o w = Wx+Wo where

WiG-A.(l), WoQA,(0). Then the mapping w-^Wx is an endomorphism of the

module -4,(1) determined by the element x of -4,(2). We denote this mapping

by S(x). By Albert's result [6, Theorem l](4) the mapping x^>2S(x) of the

ring A^+)(2) onto the special Jordan ring of endomorphisms S(x) is a homo-

morphism with kernel Be where Be is the set of elements xQA^\2) such that

x o wQAe(0) for all wQAe(l). Certainly Be is an ideal of A{e+)(2) and we shall

show that B, is in fact an ideal of A„(2).

Lemma 4.1. If xQAe(2) and wQAe(l), xw = axA-ao, wx = bx+b0, thenao = b0

and axe = ebx.

Proof. The result follows from our earlier remarks on such products.

Lemma 4.2. If xQAe(2) such that xw-\-wxQAe(0) for all wQAe(l), then

xw = wxQAe(0).

Proof. If xw-\-wxQAe(0), then by Lemma 4.1 we see that ai= —bx. From

our earlier results ax—¿>i = 4di where eai = Oi/2+¿i and edx = dxe = dx/2. Thus

2ai = ci—¿>i = 4di and eax = axe = ax/2. But then dx = 0 so that ax = bx = 0 and

xw = wx = do G A e(0).

Lemma 4.3. B„ is an ideal of Ae(2).

Proof. Let y be an arbitrary element of At(2). We set (xy)w = ax+ao,

w(xy)=al -\-aa, (yx)w = bx+bo, w(yx) =b{ +&o. By various substitutions of

x, y, w in (28) we find (xy)w-{-(xw)y-\-w(yx)-\-y(wx) =2(yx)w-\-2(wx)y and

(yx)w-\-(yw)x-\-w(xy)-\-x(wy) = 2(xy)w-\-2(wy)x. Since xw = wxQA,(0) and

xAe(l) = Ae(l)xC.Ae(0), the first of these equations becomes (xy)w-\-w(yx)

= 2(yx)w and the second implies that (yx)w-\-w(xy) —2(xy)wQA,(0). Hence,

ao = bo, axA-b{ =2bx, and bx+a{ =2ax. Adding we find a{ A-b{ =ai+i»i and

then using Lemma 4.1 we obtain eaxA-ebx = ea{ A-ebl =axeA-bxe = a{e-\-b[e

= (ax+bx)/2 = (a{ +b{)/2. Then eax+eb{ =2ebx or eax = 2ebx-eb{ =2ebx-bxe.

Ueax = ax/2-\-dx, then ebx = bx/2— dxso thatax/2-\-dx = bx — 2dx — bx/2-\-dx. Thus

(ax — bx)/2=—2dx so that e(ax — bx) = (ax — bx)e = (ax — bx)/2. Then e(ax-\-bx)

-T-e(ax—bx) = (ax-\-bx)/2-\-(ax — bx)/2 = ax. Hence ¿i = 0 and ax = bx = a{ =b{.

We note that we have actually shown that (xy)w = (yx)w = w(xy) =w(yx).

Now set z = e in (29). Then consideration of the preceding remark yields

(4) Any reference to [6] shall also imply a reference to the corresponding results of [lO]

for the characteristic 5 case.
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2(xy)w+2((xy)w)e+2(yw)x+(wy)x + ((yw+wy)e)x—ix((yw+wy) =0. Then,

using the properties of x, we have 2(xy)w+2((xy)w)eEAe(0). Hence 2ai+2aie

= 3fliE4e(0) and, since the characteristic of A is not three, oi = 0. This

completes the proof.

We now suppose A to be a simple ring with an identity 1 such that

1 =ei+e2+e3 where the e,- are pairwise orthogonal idempotents.

Lemma 4.4. Let e be an idempotent of A such thate^l and suppose xG4.(2)

with the property that xw+wx = 0 for all w>G4,(l). Then x = Q.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we see that (xw) i = (wx) i = 0 = (xw) 0 = (wx) 0.

Let C„ be the set of all such xEAe(2). We claim that Ce is an ideal of 4 and,

since e^l and e is not in C„ it will follow that C, = 0. By the above remark

GX.(l)=i4.(l)C, = 0 and since 4.(2)4.(0) =4.(0)4.(2) = 0 the proof will be
complete if we show that 4.(2)C.+C.4.(2)ç:C.. Let y£4.(2). Then, as in

the proof of Lemma 4.3, we find (xy)w = w(xy) =w(yx) = (yx)w. Again, as in

the proof Lemma 4.3, a substitution of x, y, w, e = z in (29) yields 2(xy)w

+2((xy)w)e = 0. Thus ((xy)w)0 = Q and ((xy)w)i+((xy)w)ie = 0 which is im-

possible unless ((xy)w)i = 0. Therefore xy, yxEC, as was to be shown.

Lemma 4.5. Set g = ei+e2. Then Bg = Bei+Bet.

Proof. From an earlier remark we may set A = An+An+Aa+Aiz+Ai3

+Azz where Au+Ai2+An = A0(2), Ai3+Ai3 = A„(\), and 433 = 4e(0). Sup-

pose Xn + Xi2 + Xn E BQ Ç Ag(2). Then #12 = 4(*n + xi2 + Xa) o ex

— ̂ ((xn+Xi2+x2i) oei) oei and since B„ is an ideal of 4„(2), XuEBa. Then

ei(xii+x22)=xiiEBg so that x22EBg also. Suppose ai3+a23EAg(l). Then

2^12 o (ai3+a23) = 2xi2 o ai3 + 2xi2 o 023G423+^4i3 by our remarks on the multi-

plication of the An. But xuEBg so that 2xi2 o (ai3+ö23)G^4B(0) =433. Hence

X12 o (013+^23) =0. Apply Lemma 4.4 to obtain xi2 = 0 and thus BgQAn+A22.

For ai2G-4i2 we find Xn o ai2EAu+An. But xnG73fl which is an ideal of -4,,(2)

so that xn o oi2G422. By the definition of Bg we have Xn o ai3G4„(0) =^33.

Thus if *t>G4i2+4i3 = j4ei(l), then xiiOwEAn+A33 = Ae(0). Therefore

XnEBei and, in a similar manner, XnEBe2. Hence BgÇZBei+Be2. If XuEBev

then xn o (4J2 + ^13) Q 422 + ^23 + 433 = 4,,(0). But then xn o ^4„(1)

= xnO (^4i3+423)=xno4i3ç:J433 = ylB(0). Hence BtlQBg and likewise 75,,

CZBg. Thus £.,+73., = Bg.

Lemma 4.6. 73 =73.1+73.2+73.8 is an ideal of A.

Proof. Since 73B = 73., +73,2 is an ideal of 4 „(2), we have 4 „(2)73.,+73.,4 „(2)

Ç73e,+73,2. If h = ei+e3, then Ah(2)Bei+BeiAh(2)ÇBn+Bev Since A2i

Ç ¿.,(0), S.^23 = ^2373., = 0. Thus 473., + 73.,4 = (An + An + A22)Bei

+ Btl(An + AX2 + An) + (An + Ai3 + A33)Bei + Bei(An + An + ^33)

+42373.1+73.1^423Ç5.1+73,2+73,3. Interchanging subscripts we find vl73.2

+73e2^ç:5ei+73e2+73.3 and ¿15.,+73.3,4ç:73.1+73.2+73«a. Therefore 73 is an

ideal of A.
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Either B = A or B = 0 since we assumed A to be simple. B = A is impossible

since BQAxx-\-A22-\-Am. Thus we have 73 = 0 so that Bei = B,t = 0. Hence

. (+)       . (+)  ,    . (+)  ,    . (+)
Ax    = ¿ii   + An   + A22 ,

.(+)        .(+)   .    .(+)   ,    .<+)       ,    . (+)       . (+) ,    . (+)  ,    , (+)
A2     = An   + Axí   + A8s    and  Az     = A22   + A2i   + A3s

are Jordan rings. We refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 1 in Albert's

paper [6] and note that his combinatorial type proof will suffice to show

that A(+) is a Jordan ring. We now state the following:

Theorem 4.3. If A is a simple strictly power-associative ring of character-

istic prime to six satisfying (28) and possessing an identity element which is the

sum of three pairwise orthogonal idempotents, then A is Jordan-admissible

Now suppose that e is a principal idempotent of the strictly power-

associative algebra A which has characteristic prime to six and satisfies (28).

Then e is also a principal idempotent of A and by [10, Theorem 5] Ae(l)

A-Ae(0)Qradical of A(+). Hereafter we shall denote the radical of A(+) by

Rad A(+). We shall attempt to show that the ideals generated in A and A(+)

by Ae(l)+Ae(0) are the same.

Lemma 4.7. If Ae(l)CZRad A(+) and z and w are elements of -4,(1), then

zw and wz are in the Rad A(+). Also (zw)2 = 2(ez o w)2.

Proof. Substitution of x = z, y = w, z = e in (28) yields (ez)w+w(ze) + (ew)z

-\~z(we) = 2(we)z-\-2(ze)w or equivalently

(31) zw — (ze)w + w(ze) + wz — (we)z + z(we) = 2(we)z + 2(ze)w.

Another substitution of x = e, y = w yields (ze)w-\-w(ez)-\-(zw)e-\-e(wz)

= 2(wz)e-\-2(ez)w or equivalently

(32) (ze)w + wz — w(ze) + (zw)e + e(wz) = 2(wz)e + 2zw — 2(ze)w.

Adding (31) and (32) we obtain

(33) 2wz + (zw)e + e(wz) + z(we) = zw + 2(wz)e + 3(we)z.

Set zw = a2-\-ax-\-ao, wz = b2—ax+bQ. Equating the Ae(2) components of (33)

we obtain 2b2-\-a2-\-b2-\-(z(we))2 = a2-\-2b2-\-3((we)z)2. Thus b2= — (z(we))2

+3((we)z)2. Let we = w/2-\-w'. Then b2= —a2/2 — (zw')2-\-3b2/2-\-3(w'z)2 and

so (a2 — b2)/2 = 3(w'z)2— (zw')2. But, if we carry through the same argument

with w replaced by w', we find (w'z)2=(zw')2. Thus (a2 — b2)/2 = 2(w'z)2. We

note that 2(ew o z)2 = ((ew)z-\-z(ew))2 = (wz)2/2-\-(zw)2/2 — (w'z)2 — (zw')2 so

that 2(ewoz)2 = (b2-\-a2)/2-2(w'z)2 = (b2+a2)/2-(ai-bi)/2 = bi. But b2

= (wz)2. By consideration of the Ae(0) components of (33) we obtain 2¿>0

-\-(z(we))o = a0-\-3((we)z)o.  Hence 2b0 — a0 = 3bo/2— ao/2A-3(w'z)0 — (zw')0 or
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(bo—ao)/2 = 3(w'z)o — (zw')o.   As   before   (w'z)0=(zw')o.   Then   2(ewoz)o

= ((ew)z+z(ew))o = (bo+a0)/2 — 2(w'z)o = (bo+ao)/2 — (bo—ao)/2 = ao = (zw)o.

Then 2(ewoz) = (a2 + b2)/2 + (a0 + b0)/2 - (b0 - a0)/2 - (o2 - h)/2 = b2 + a0

which is in the Rad 4(+). Hence b2 and a0 are in Rad A(+) and likewise a2 and

bo are in Rad 4(+) so that zw and wz are in Rad A(+).

Lemma 4.8. If x is in 4,(/i) and wisin 4,(1)/or p = 0, 2 and if either x is in

Rad A(+) or 4,(1) ÇRad A(+), then xw and wx are in Rad 4(+).

Proof. Set we = w/2+w'. Substitution of y = w, z = e in (28) yields

(34) x(we) + w(xe) + (ew)x + (ex)w = 2(xe)w + 2(we)x.

Suppose xG4,(2). Then from (34) we have x(we)+wx+(ew)x+xw = 2xw

+2(we)x or xw—wx = x(we) + (ew)x — 2(we)x=x(we)+wx — (we)x — 2(we)x

= xw/2+xw'+wx — 3wx/2 — 3w'x and, hence, (xw — wx)/2=xW' — 3w'x. But

by the same argument with w replaced by w' we find xw' = w'x so that — iw' o x

= (xw—wx)/2. Hence, if xGRad4(+>, then xw—wxGRad 4(+). But 2xow

= xw+wxGRad 4(+) so that xw, a/xGRad 4(+). Suppose xG4,(0). Then

(34) becomes x(we) + (ew)x = 2(we)x and xw/2+xw'+wx/2—w'x = 2w'x — wx

or (xw — wx)/2 = 3w'x—xw' = 2w'x = iw' o x. Hence, if x is in Rad 4(+>, then

so are xw and wx. The result is clear if we replace the condition that x G Rad A(+)

by the condition that 4,(1) ÇRad A™.

Lemma 4.9. The ideal generated in A by 4,(1) +.4.(0) is contained in

Rad 4 M if 4.(1) +4,(0) ÇZ Rad 4 <+>.

Proof. We shall show that the ideal in A generated by 4,(1) +.4.(0) is
contained in A7+4,(l) +4,(0) where N is defined as the set of all finite linear

combinations of elements of the form (xix0)2 and (xiZi)2. By our multiplication

we see that it is sufficient to show that NA.(2) +Ae(2)NÇ.N. Set L = N+Ae(l)

+4,(0). Let y, zG4,(l) and xG4.(2). Then (28) reads x(yz)+y(xz)+(zy)x

+ (zx)y = 2(xz)y + 2(yz)x. Thus x(yz) + (zy)x — 2(yz)xEL. Interchanging y and

z we have x(z;y)+z(xy) + (yz)x + (yx)z = 2(x;y)z + 2(zy)x so that x(zy) + (zy)x

— 2(zy)xEL. Adding these two expressions we find x(yz+zy) — (yz+zy)x

EL. Now in (29) we substitute x,y,z,w = e obtaining 2x(zy+yz)+2(zy+yz)x

+y(xz+zx) + (xz+zx)y+z(xy+yx) + (xy+yx)z = ((xy+yx)z)e+((xy+yx)e)z

+ ((xz + zx)e)y + ((xz + zx)y)e + 2(xy)z + 2(xz)y + (yz)x + (yx)z + (zy)x

+ (zx)y+((zy+yz)e)x+((zy+yz)x)e. By the restrictions on x, y, z and the

assumption that 4,(1) +4,(0) Ç7- we find that 2x(zy+yz) — (zy+yz)xG7.

From above x(yz+zy) — (yz+zy)xEL and hence x(yoz), (yoz)xGT«. Thus

2x(ey o z)2G7- and by Lemma 4.7, x(yz)2G7.

Now let xG4,(2), yG4,(l), and zG4,(0). Set yz = a2+a\, zy = a2+bi.

Then substitution in (28) yields x(yz) + (zy)x = 2(yz)x or xc2+a2X = 2fl2x. Thus

a2x = xa2. Substitution of x, y, z, w = e in (29) yields 2x(yz+zy)+ 2(zy+zy)x

— ((xy+yx)z)e + ((xy + yx)e)z + 2 (xy)z + (yz)x + (yz)x + (yx)z + ((zy+yz)x)e
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+ ((zy + yz)e)x. Hence 2x(yz + zy) + 2(yz + zy)x — (yz)x — ((zy + yz)x)e

— ((zy+yz)e)xQL so that 2x(yz-\-zy) — (yz)xQL. Thus 2x(a2A-a2) — a2x

= 3xa2QL. Since the characteristic of A is prime to six, xa2 = x(yz)2QL. Thus

the ideal generated by Ae(l)A-Ae(0) is contained in N-\-Ae(l)-r-Ae(0). There-

fore this ideal must be equal to 7V+A.(1)+A.(0).

If e is a principal idempotent of A, then e is also a principal idempotent

of Aw and, as we have stated earlier, i((l)+i4„(0)ÇRad4(+). By the

preceding Lemma 7V+^4,(l)+^4,(0) is an ideal of A which is contained in

Rad A(+). Hence 7V"+Ae(l)+Ae(0) is a nil ideal of A. If we now suppose A

to be semi-simple, then 7V+.A,(l)+.4,(0) =0 so that A=Ae(2). Therefore e

is an identity for A and we state this as

Theorem 4.4. Every semi-simple strictly power-associative algebra of char-

acteristic prime to six satisfying (28) has an identity element.

Suppose D is an ideal of a semi-simple strictly power-associative algebra

A of characteristic prime to six satisfying (28). If 77=^0, then since D is not

nil D must possess an idempotent e and we may suppose e to be principal.

Then 7> = 7>.(2)+7>.(l)+7?.(0). Since eQD, we must have A.(2) and .4.(1)

contained in 77. Hence 77,(2) = A.(2) and 77,(1) =Ae(l) so that we may write

77 = A.(2)+A.(1)+77.(0). Let M be the radical of 77. Then since eis principal,

De(l) +77.(0) CM. In order that M be an ideal of A we see that it is sufficient

to show that At(0)M+MAe(0)QM. Let xG^.(O) and m = m2+mx+moQM.

Then xm = xmx+xm0 where xmxQAe(2)-\-Ae(l) and xmoQDe(0) since D is

an ideal of A. Hence, it is sufficient to show that (xmx)2QM. Since (xmx)2

= (r>hx)2 we need only show (x o mx)2QM. We note that (29) holds in A(+)

which is commutative. Setting x = y and z = w = wi in (29) for A(+) we find

8x2 o m\ + 16(x o Wi)2 = 4(x2 o mi) o mx + 4(wj2 o x) o x + 8((x o «i) o x)

o mx + 8((x o mx) o mx) o x. Thus we have 4(x o mx)2 — 2((x o mx) o mx) o x

= (x2 o mx) o mxA-(m\ ox) o x + 2((x o mx) o x) o Wi + 2x2 o m\. Remembering

that miGMfYD.(l) = Z>.(l) and 7?.(1)+77.(0)CM we obtain (x2omx) omx

QM, (m2xOx)oxQAe(0)I^D = De(0)QM, 2((x o mx) o x) o mxQD o MÇZM,

and 2x2omlQAe(0)r\D = De(0)QM. Thus the right-hand member of the

above equation is an element of M so that 2(x o mx)2— ((x o mx) o mx) o xQM.

Then the 7?.(2) component of this expression is in M. Set x omx = bi-\-bx.

Then 2(&2 + 2¿>2 0 bx+b\) —(b2 o mx) ox — (bx o mx) o xGMand the De(2) com-

ponent is 2bl-\-2(b21)2—((b2omx) o x)2. Using [6, Identity 8] we obtain

((b2omx) ox)2=((biOmx)xOx)i = (mxOx)i/2ob2. But (mx o x)/2 o b2 = bl/2.

Therefore 3bl/2-2(b\t)2QM. But (b\)2QM since AiG7?.(l)ÇM. Thus since
the characteristic of A is not three, b\QM. Every element of M is nilpotent

so that b2 is nilpotent. Now consider the ideal of D generated by M and all

elements of the form b2 = (xmA2. If we can show that y(xmx)2 is of the form

(xmx)2 for all yG^.(2) =De(2), then this ideal will be a nil ideal of D contain-

ing the maximal nil ideal M leaving b2=(xmx)2QM as the only remaining
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possibility. Substitution of x, y, m = z, and w = e in (29) yields 2y(xmi+mix)

+ 2(xm + mix)y = 2(ymi)x + ((ymi + miy)x)e + ((ymi + miy)e)x + (miy)x

+ (OTix)y+((íWix+xwii)y)c+((mix+xwi)e)y. Considering the 4,(2) com-

ponents and using (y(xwi))2 = (y(wiix))2 = ((wix)y)2 = ((xmi)y)2 we find

8(y(xmi))2 = 2((ymi)x)i + ((ymi + mxy)x)2 + (((ymi + miy)e)x)2 + ((miy)x)2

+ (y(xmi))i + 2(y(xwi))2 + 2(y(wix))2. Simplifying we obtain 3y(xwi)2

= ((3y/»i+2wîiy+(ymi+wiy)e)ix)2 and we observe that

(3ymi + 2miy + (ymi + miy)e)i E M C\ 4.(1).

Thus, since the characteristic of 4 is not three, y(xwi)2 is of the desired form

and, hence, is nilpotent. Therefore M is a nil ideal of 4 which we had assumed

to be semi-simple; therefore A7=4,(l) = 7>,(0) =0. Thus 4 =4,(2) ©4,(0)

where 4,(2) and 4,(0) are semi-simple algebras with identity elements e and

l—e respectively. Proceeding in the usual manner we may now state

Theorem 4.5. Every semi-simple strictly power-associative algebra A over a

field F of characteristic prime to six and satisfying (28) has an identity and is

the direct sum of simple algebras.

In the following we shall suppose 4 to be a strictly power-associative alge-

bra over a field F of characteristic prime to six such that 4 is simple and

satisfies (28). Moreover, we assume that 4 has an identity 1 which can be

written as l = Ci+c2 where the e< are pairwise orthogonal idempotents of 4

and that 4 is Jordan-admissible. 4 is simple over its center and simple over

the algebraic closure K of its center. Thus Ar is a simple algebra which is

Jordan-admissible and we may suppose F = K. Then we can set l = u+v

where m is a primitive idempotent of 4. Since 4„ (2) is a Jordan algebra,

we may use [8, Theorem A] to write 4„(2) =uK+N where N is the ideal of

nilpotent elements of 4„ (2). Suppose N is not an ideal of 4„(2). Then there

are elements x, yEN such that xy = u+n and yx= — u+n' where n, n'EN.

Suppose wG4u(l). Then substitution of x = w, z = x in (28) yields (xy)w

+ (xw)y + y(wx) + w(yx) = 2(yx)w + 2(wx)y. Then uw + nw + (xw)y + y(wx)

— wu+wn'= — 2uw+2n'w+2(wx)y. Rearranging terms we find 3uw — wu

= 2n'w—nw—wn'+2(wx)y—y(wx) — (xw)y. Since 4(+) is a Jordan algebra,

it is stable [2] and by our earlier remark, 4 is stable. Then applying Lemma

4.8 to each term of the right-hand member of the above relation we find that

the right-hand member is in Rad 4(+) and, consequently, the left-hand mem-

ber is also in Rad 4(+). Now we set uw — w/2+w' where w'u = uw' = w'/2.

Since w was an arbitrary element of 4U(1), 3uw' — w'u = w'ERad 4(+). But

then 3uw-wu = 3w/2+3w'-w/2+w' so that wGRad4(+). Thus 4U(1)

CRad4(+) and an application of Lemma 4.7 yields 4„(1)+4«(1)4U(1)

ÇZRad4(+). We claim 4„(1)+4„(1)4U(1) is, in fact, an ideal of 4. Let

xG4„(2) and y, zG4u(l). Substitution of y = e in (29) yields 2x(wz+zw)

+ 2(wz + zw)x + w(zx + xz) + (zx + xz)w + z(xw + wx) + (xw + wx)z = 2(xw)z
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+ 2(xz)w + ((xz + zx)e)w + ((xz + zx)w)e + ((xw + wx)e)z + (xw + wx)z)e

+ ((zw + wz)e)x + ((zw + wz)x)e + (wz)x + (wz)x + (w/x)z + (zw)x + (zx)w.

Using the stability of A we find 2x(zw-\-wz) — (zw-\-wz)xQAu(l)Au(l). The

two different substitutions of y = w and y = z, z = win (28) yield the following

relations: x(wz) + (zw)x —2(wz)xG^4„(l)Au(l) and x(zm>) + (wz)x — 2(zw)x

G^u(l)^«(l). Adding these two we have x(wz-\-zw) — (wz-\-zw)xQAu(l)Au(l).

Combining this with the above remark that 2x(zw + wz) — (wz + zw)x

QAu(i)Au(l), we find x(wz+zw)QAu(l)Au(l). Replacing z by uz and apply-

ing Lemma 4.7, we see that x(zw)2 = x(uz o w) QAu(l)Au(l). This result along

with the stability of A makes Au(l)-\-Au(l)Aa(l) closed under multiplication

by Au(2). We note that Av(2) =AU(0) and Av(0) = A„(2). Interchanging the

roles of u and v, we find that AU(1)+AU(1)AU(1) = Av(l)-\-Av(l)Av(l) is

closed under multiplication by A„(0). Noting the stability of A it is clear that

AU(1)+AU(1)AU(1) is closed under multiplication by A„(l). Hence, Au(l)

+^„(1)AU(1) is an ideal of A which is contained in Rad A(+) and, since the

simple algebra A contains an idempotent, we must have Au(l) =0. But then

A =A„(2)®A„(0) which is impossible by the simplicity of A. Thus N is an

ideal of Au(2).

Now suppose l=Ci+ • • • +e< where the e< are primitive pairwise orthog-

onal idempotents of A. Then for an arbitrary element x of A we may write

x= 53^<c»+ ~YjXij-\- 53*1 where ktQK, XijQAa for if*j, and x/ G TV,- where
Ni is the ideal of nilpotent elements of Aei(2). Setting o(x) = 53^« defines a

linear function on A to K. We show that the following conditions are satisfied

by Í:
(1) 5(xy)=5(yx);

(2) o(x(yz)) = o((xy)z).

We shall first show that (1) is satisfied by 5. Let x= 53&«e> + 53*0'+ 53x>'
and y= 53^<e»+ 53yü + 53y> • Since N( is an ideal of Aei(2), XiyiQNi. By
the stability of A, for *'»</, k arbitrary, we have x^y*, ykXaQAy. Also x¿¿yjn

G.4,,, for i, j, n distinct. Hence, 5(xy) — 5(yx) = 5[25Cw3'ty] — 5[^yyXy], so

that by the linear property of 5 it is sufficient to show that 5(x,yy,y) = 8 (y </*<>).

Set x,yyij = xy = a2+ai+Oo and y¿,x¿j = yx = ô2 — ai+¿>o where a2, £>2G-4,i and

Oo, boQAjj. Using (28) we find (xy)e¿+e¿(yx) + (xei)y+y(eix) =2(yx)e<

-\-2(eix)y. Set xe¿ = x/2+g where e»g = ge, = g/2. Then we have from above

(xy)e,+e,(yx) +xy/2+gy+yx/2 — yg = 2(yx)e¿+xy —2gy. Considering only

the An and A;J- components we obtain a2+£>2+a2/2+ao/2+gy+è2/2+&o/2

-yg = 2b2 + 02 + a0 - 2gy or (a2 - b2)/2 + (¿>0 - o0)/2 = (yg)2 + (yg)o - 3(gy)2

— 3(gy)o= — 2(yg)2 —2(yg)0. Thus (&2-a2)/2 = 2(yg)2 and (a0-ô0)/2 = 2(yg)0.

Now 2 fog) o y = fog)y+yfog) =gy/2+yg/2 = (gy)2+(gy)o- But by [6, Lemma
10], 2(eig)oy = k'(ei+ei)+n¡+n! so that 5((gy)2) =A' = 5((gy)0). Then,

from above, we see that ù(b2—a2) = ô(a0 — b0) or 5(a2) + 5(a0) = 5(&2)+5(¿>0).

Again by [6, Lemma 10] we obtain xy+yx = A(e1+ey)+«, + MJ-so that S(a2+ô2)

= d(ao-\-bo). Hence 5(a2) = 5(60) and è(a0)=5(b2). Finally, S(xy) = 5(a2)+8(a0)

= 0(&2)+S(&o)=o(yx).
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We next consider condition (2). We must show that 5(x(yz)) = 8((xy)z).

We restate (28) as x(yz)+y(xz) + (z;y)x + (zx)y = 2(xz);y + 2(yz)x. Using 5(xy)

= 8(yx) we obtain 8(x(yz))+è(y(xz)) — 8((zy)x — ô((zx)y)=0. Hence 8(y(zx))

— 8((yz)x) = 8((xz)y)—8(x(zy))   or   8[y(zx) — (yz)x] = 5[(xz)y — x(zy)].   Then

4ô[x o (y o z) — (x o y) o z]

= 5[x(;yz) + x(zy) + (yz)x + (zy)x — (xy)z — z(yx) — z(xy) — (yx)z\

= 5[x(3»z) — (xy)z] + o[x(zy) — (xz)y] + o[(yz)x — y(zx)] + h[(zy)x — z(yx)]

= 45[x(ys) — (xy)z\

(by use of 5(xy) = ô(yx) and h[y(zx) — (yz)x] = h[(xz)y — x(zy)]). Thus it is

sufficient to show that (2) holds in 4(+). Let the coefficient of e¡ in the decom-

position of x, y, z be respectively a,-, p\, y,-. Then

25 [z o (xo y)] = 2 2 <*ißcn + 25 [23 (t<«. + 7>cy) o (*y o y i,)]

+ o[Yj(olí+ oL¡)ZijOyi,] + b~[Y,(ßi + ß^ZijOXij]

+ 25[X)zí*o (XijOya)].

From the proof of (1) we see that 5 [ß< o (xy o yy) ] = ô(xy o y,,)/2

= ô[gy o (xy o y<,-)]. Hence, if we consider the above expression with x and z

interchanged, we observe that it will suffice to show that 5[z,fco (xyoy,*)]

= 5 [xy o (zik o yjk) ] lor i, j, k distinct.

We now state the Jordan identity for 4(+) in its linearized form.

(35) 23 (xo y) o (wo z) = ^ ((xo y) ow) o z (symmetric in x, y, z).

Set x = xy, y = y¡k, w = zik, and z = e,-. Then we find (x,7 o yjk) o zik + (zik o yjk)

oxy = 2((xy oy,-fc) ozft) o e,-+(xy o z,i) o y,*. Then interchanging x and z, and

i and fe we have (zik o yjk) o xií+(xij o yjk) o z« = 2((zik o yjk) o xy) o e<

+ (z,t o xy) o yik. Subtracting we have ((xy o yjk) o zik) o e< = ((z« o yyi) o Xy)

oe¡. Then, using the above remarks we obtain 5[((xy oy,*) oz«) o e<]

= ô [((xy o (yjk o zik) o e,] = S [xy o (yjk o z,t) ]/2 = 5 [(xy o yjA;) o zik ]/2. There-

fore (2) holds. By (1) and (2) the set A^5 of all xG4 such that 8(xy) =0 for all

yG4 is an ideal of 4. Surely Rad 4(+)ÇJVs and, since 4 is simple and 8(ei)

5¿0, Ars = Rad 4(+> = 0. Thus 4(+> is a simple Jordan algebra [3, Chapter V,

Theorem 8](B).

Theorem 4.6. If A is a simple strictly power-associative algebra over field

K of characteristic 9*2, 3 which satisfies (28) and such that 4(+) is a Jordan

algebra of degree t > 1, then A(+) is a simple Jordan algebra.

We now reproduce Albert's argument [4] to show that under the hypoth-

eses of the above theorem 4 is flexible. Set x=z in (2). Then w=(xy+yx)x

(6) Albert's result is for flexible algebras but holds equally well for this case since the An

are orthogonal subalgebras of A.
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— x(xy+yx)+x2y —yx2 = 0 and so wz = zw = 0 for all zEA. Interchanging y

and z and adding we obtain ((xy)x)z + ((yx)x)z— (x(xy))z — (x(yx))z + (x2y)z

— (yx2)z+((xz)x)y+((zx)x)y — (x(xz))y — (x(zx))y+(x2z)y — (zx2)y = 0. Then

applying 5 and using properties (1) and (2) repeatedly we find 25[(xy)(xz)]

= 28[(zx)(yx)]. Applying (2) to the left-hand member and (2) and (1) to the

right-hand member we find 5[((xy)x)z] = o[(x(jx))z] so that

8[((xy)x — x(yx))z] = 0 for all x, y, zEA. Hence (xy)x — x(yx)EN¡ and since A

is simple we are finished.

Theorem 4.7. 4 simple strictly power-associative algebra A over a field K

of characteristic 9*2,3 which satisfies (28) is

(a) a commutative Jordan algebra;

(b) a quasi-associative algebra;

(c) an algebra of degree 2 ; or

(d) an algebra of degree 1.

Proof. The proof is immediate from the preceding remark, Theorems 4.3

and 4.6 and [13, Theorem 4.2].

5. The identities R2X + L\ = LXRX and (Rx + Lx)(Ry + Ly)

= (Ry+LV)(RX+Lx). We shall present in this section some examples of alge-

bras satisfying (9) and (11). First consider the algebra 4 over a field F of

characteristic zero with a basis eu a, and e2 where the e,- are orthogonal idem-

potents such that ei+e2=l, eia = ae2= l+a/2, e2a = aei= —l+a/2, and all

the remaining products are zero. In order to show that 4 is power-associative

we must show xx2 = x2x and (x2x)x= (x2)2 for all xEA. Set x= aid +aa+a2e2.

Then x2 — a\ei+a(ai+a2)a+a\e2 and x2x = a\d+a(a\+aia2+a22)a+a\e2 = xx2.

We see that (x2)2 = a\ei + a(cti + a2)(a\ + ofya + a\e2 and (x2x)x

= (a\ei + a (a\ + a.ia2 +a\)a + a\e2) (aid +aa+ a2e2) = a\ d + a (ax + a2) (a\ + a2.) a,

+a*e2=(x2)2. This along with [l, Lemma 4] implies that 4 is power-associa-

tive. We set x = aiei + aa + a2e2 and y = ßißi + ßa + ß2e2. Then

xy - (aijSi - aßi + aiß - a2ß + aß2)d + (aßi + axß + aiß + aß2)a/2

+ (ctißi — aßi + aiß — a^ + aß2)e2 and yx = (ai)3i + aßi - aiß + a2ß - aß2)ei

+ (aßi+aiß+a2ß+aßi)a/2 + (a2ßi+aßi — aiß+a2ß — aß2)e2. Hence xy — yx

= 2(aiß-aßi+aß2-a2ß)d+2(aiß-aßi+aßi-a2ß)e2=2(aiß-aßi+aß2-a2ß)l.

Thus xy — yx commutes with all zG4 so that z(xy — yx) = (xy — yx)z and (11)

holds.
Suppose L is an ideal of 4 and x = aiei+aa+a2e29íQEL. Then dx+xei

= 2aiei+aaEL. Thus 2cciei+aa — x = aid — a2e2EL. If either ai or a2 is not

zero then by the orthogonality of the e( either d or e2EL. But then e,a+ae,-

= aEL implying that eia — a/2= ÍEL. Thus 7 = 4. Suppose ai = a2 = 0. Then

a9*0 so that aEL and, as above, IGT,. Therefore 4 is a simple power-asso-

ciative algebra satisfying (11) which is not flexible since d(ad) = — ei/2

+a/4+e2/2 and (eia)ei = ei/2+a/4 —e2/2.

We may construct new examples by setting 4 equal to the algebra over
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a field F of characteristic zero with a basis ex, • ■ ■ , e„, an, ¿</=l, • ■ • , n,

where l = ei+ • • • +en, the et are pairwise orthogonal idempotents, e.a,-,-

= aijCj =l+oy/2, eya,> = a<yei = — l+a.,/2, and all other products are zero.

We note that the nonflexible examples given earlier which satisfy (5) also

satisfy (11). This is not too surprising when we observe that any algebra A

which satisfies (5) and either (9) or (11) must satisfy all three.

Identities (9) and (11) are not strong enough conditions in themselves

to enable us to obtain any significant results concerning algebras which satisfy

either of them. It is not evident to us at this time what other conditions we

might impose on these algebras.
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